Atypical scleromyxedema presenting with cutaneous and cardiovascular manifestations
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Abstract: Scleromyxedema is part of a group of cutaneous mucinoses, characterized by a generalized papular eruption, dermal mucin deposition, and an increase in dermal collagen. This condition can be localized as discrete papular lichen myxedematous skin or as a systemic condition usually associated with paraproteinaemia. To date, there is no unifying treatment and is limited by rarity, small number of case reports, and the lack of randomized controlled trials. We describe the case of a 56-year-old gentleman with features of scleromyxedema who had cutaneous and cardiac involvement, and significant mediastinal lymphadenopathy without monoclonal gammapathy.
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Introduction
Scleromyxedema is a rare chronic cutaneous fibromucinous disorder of unknown etiology, commonly associated with monoclonal gammopathy, usually immunoglobulin G with lambda light chains.¹ Dubreuilh first described this in 1906.² This was further defined by Rongioletti and Rebora in 2001 as characterized by generalized papular and sclerodermaid eruption, mucin deposition, fibroblast proliferation and fibrosis, monoclonal gammapathy, and the absence of thyroid disorder.³

Case
The patient provided written informed consent for the publication of this paper and accompanying images. We report a case of a 56-year-old man who was referred by his general practitioner for assessment and investigations of dyspnea and bilateral lower limb swelling. This started after a tooth extraction for an abscess 2 months previously. Soon after, he developed lower limb swelling and painful lesions consistent but not diagnostic of erythema nodosum. He did not report any fever, night sweats, weight loss, or altered bowel habit. Initially, his condition was attributed to an immunological reaction to a tooth abscess with likely streptococcal bacteremia causing the systemic skin eruptions. He was prescribed a course of Augmentin Duo Forte 875/125 mg bid. Antistreptolysin titers were negative. The course of antibiotics settled the tooth infection but his dyspnea and lower limb edema worsened with associated skin tethering.

His past medical history was of benign heart murmurs diagnosed at the age of 2. He was not on any regular medications. He did not smoke but admitted to previous heavy alcohol intake, but currently limited to one beer per day.
Physical examination
His pulse was 86/min and regular and blood pressure was 150/90. There were a few 2–5 mm lesions with the appearance of lichenoid papules, which were tender over his abdomen and lower limbs. He had tight, tethered, and thickened skin up to his abdomen. Closer inspection of his skin showed that the skin was thickened in a linear distribution with the papules being skin-colored with scattered hyperpigmentation (Figure 1). The skin on his chest and arms was not affected. He had signs of biventricular heart failure. His heart sounds were dual with soft systolic murmurs. Ascites were present.

Investigations
Full blood count and renal function were normal. Liver function test showed a mild cholestatic picture consistent with hepatic congestion. Serum and urine protein electrophoresis and immunoglobulin-free light chain assays were normal. Thyroid function tests and angiotensin converting enzyme levels were normal. Autoantibody screening was negative. His C-reactive protein was 38 mg/L (<5) with a normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate of 12 mm/h. Troponin I and creatinine kinase were both within normal limits. B type natriuretic peptide was 468 µg/L (<250). His chest X-ray showed marked globular cardiomegaly and interstitial pulmonary edema. Echocardiogram revealed a moderately dilated left ventricle with global impairment of systolic function with an estimated ejection fraction of 20%. There was a small to moderate pericardial effusion but no echo evidence of pericardial tamponade or constriction. Computed tomography of chest/abdomen/pelvis showed significant mediastinal lymphadenopathy with mildly enlarged abdominal and inguinal lymph nodes.

Figure 1 At presentation, there was linear thickening of skin of lower limbs with small discrete papules and areas of hyperpigmentation.

Magnetic resonance imaging of pelvis and legs showed widespread lower abdominal trunk, pelvic girdle, and bilateral lower limb subcutaneous edema with prominence of the dermal thickness and patchy tethering with increased T2 signal of the quadriceps and adductor muscle groups.

Figure 2 Magnetic resonance imaging of pelvis and legs showed bilateral lower limb subcutaneous edema with prominence of the dermal thickness and patchy tethering with increased T2 signal of the quadriceps and adductor muscle groups.

Clinical management
The patient was started on diuretics with frusemide 40 mg bid, and spironolactone 25 mg daily, and carvedilol 3.125 mg daily for heart failure and fluid restricted to 1.5 L/day. His heart failure improved with this treatment and he lost 9 kg of weight during the hospital admission in the first 5 days. Skin biopsy was taken from bilateral legs and abdomen. This showed compact orthokeratotic hyperkeratosis overlying mildly acanthotic epidermis. There was an increase in fibroblastic cells and interstitial connective tissue mucin in the dermis associated with perivascular lymphocytic infiltrate. There was thickening of the dermal collagen bundles with loss of adipose tissues around the eccrine glands (Figure 3A–D). The earlier findings were compatible with scleromyxedema. After the skin biopsy, he was encouraged to massage his skin regularly with sorbolene and vitamin E cream to improve vascular and lymphatic flow.
Progress over next 12 months

He subsequently lost another 8 kg in 8 weeks and went back to his normal average weight. His creatinine remained normal at 67 µmol/L and his estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was >90 mL/min/1.73m². Frusemide was reduced to 40 mg/day but he remained on the same dose of spironolactone and carvedilol. Four weeks later, he became asymptomatic from congestive cardiac failure with no dyspnea, ascites, or peripheral edema. He developed two further episodes of a linear nontender papular mucinous rash in both his upper and lower limbs over the next 6 months with no flare of heart failure. His creatinine remained normal with an eGFR of 85 mL/min/1.73m². His extractable nuclear antigen became equivocal from a previously negative result. His other autoantibodies were negative. The computed tomography scan of his chest and abdomen showed a significant improvement of his fluid retention. The ascites and mediastinal lymphadenopathy had resolved and the pericardial effusion had significantly reduced. Clinically, his lower limb skin was less tethered (Figure 4). Repeat echocardiogram revealed a mildly dilated left ventricle with an overall mild impairment of systolic function with an estimated ejection fraction of 45%.

Discussion

Scleromyxedema has been further subclassified by Rongioletti in 2006 into three categories: generalized form, localized form, including papular and nodular types, and atypical forms, which included scleromyxedema without monoclonal gammopathy. The skin eruption is commonly described as papular mucinosis or waxy papules with a predilection for sun exposed areas. This patient worked consistently outside in the sun. The firm papules can converge into indurated plaques, causing marked sclerosis, skin induration, and decreased...
joint mobility in the generalized form of scleromyxedema. The mucous membranes and scalp are usually spared as was the situation with this patient. Extra-cutaneous manifestations include neurological, gastrointestinal, respiratory, cardiovascular, rheumatological, renal, and hematological complications. In localized form, sclerotic features, systemic involvement, and monoclonal gammopathy are absent.

Our patient has an atypical form of scleromyxedema with cutaneous and cardiac involvement with prominent mediastinal lymphadenopathy. Cutaneous manifestations were the most common findings in scleromyxedema. Absence of paraproteinemia has been described. A literature search of cutaneous manifestations of scleromyxedema showed that some patients exhibited red-brown discoloration of the involved skin. Scleromyxedema with cardiac involvement, for instance congestive cardiomyopathy, myocardial infarction, and inflammatory cardiomyopathy, has been previously reported. A cardiac biopsy could have confirmed myocardial involvement in this patient. This was considered too invasive but would have been performed if he had not responded adequately to cardiac failure treatment. As he is being monitored, this may be considered in future if his cardiac failure becomes refractory. In the absence of other causes of heart failure, normal troponins, and the relatively low B type natriuretic peptide, the cardiac failure was considered to be due to early myocardial fibrotic changes. Mucin deposition in the myocardium and heart vessels was noted in autopsy findings. Enlarged mediastinal lymphadenopathy was uncommon and was observed in a patient associated with monoclonal gammopathy.

As our patient clinically improved with heart failure treatment, we opted to monitor him rather than commence the patient on immunological treatment for scleromyxedema. The current suggested treatments are based on anecdotal case studies and case series. Suggested treatments include systemic steroids, plasmapheresis, interferon alpha, stem cell transplantation, intravenous immunoglobulin, thalidomide, bortezomib, and chemotherapy.

However, the side effects limit the use of many options. Studies show dramatic results with intravenous immunoglobulin as primary therapy but the effect may be short lasting as predicted from its mechanism of action. This requires regular maintenance and can be expensive. In our patient, the course of his disease has been favorable so far with spontaneous regression of skin changes.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, scleromyxedema is rare and can be chronic and progressive with high morbidity and mortality. Hence, long-term follow-up of such patients is pivotal. The diversity of scleromyxedema clinical presentations means that clinicians should be aware of this possible diagnosis.
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